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The polarization of a neuron membrane is linear with electric field.

Shown for spheroids (PMID: 1278928; PMID: 10920001) and axons transverse to field (PMID: 34077366)

Shown for semi-infinite terminating axons or bent axons (PMID: 8244426; PMID: 1278925)

Shown for “compact” neurons (PMID: 19413956; PMID: 14978199; PMID: 3801574)

Shown (sometimes) for ”not compact” axon/dendrite terminals (PMID: 23366946; PMID: 31611014)

*Quasi-unform assumption (PMID: 23290681)

Not the case for long axons / not compact neurons in non-uniform fields (PMID: 1487287, PMID: 
9609941; PMID: 9929489 ) 

Vtm = A * EF

A number 
“Coupling constant”: mV change in membrane 

potential per mV/mm Electric Field 
“Polarization length”: in mm

Change in membrane potential of a 
given compartment of the neurons. 

(in mV)

The Electric Field (in mV/mm) the 
neuron is exposed to*

PMID: 23478132



The polarization of a neuron membrane is linear with electric field.

Ø There is no minimum Electric Field that has no effect. No 
matter how small the Electric Field some membrane 
polarization will be produced. 

Ø Since membrane potential governs neuronal function, is 
there than no limit to how small an Electric Field is 
“effective?

Vtm = A * EF

A number 
“Coupling constant”: mV change in membrane 

potential per mV/mm Electric Field 
“Polarization length”: in mm

Change in membrane potential of a 
given compartment of the neurons. 

(in mV)

The Electric Field (in mV/mm) the 
neuron is exposed to*

PMID: 17360926



The “how low can you go” game.

In animal models, the ability to detect the 
effect of an Electric Field (either directly on 
membrane potential or secondary changes in 
neuronal/network function) is limited only by 
S/N.  
So over many (hundreds) of trials, the effects 
of very low-intensity Electric Fields can be 
“shown”.
(PMID: 20624597; PMID: 21068312; PMID: 
12917358; PMID: 36044976)

Vtm = A * EF

(Its also possible to experimentally NOT 
“show” effects for given Electric Field)



(Animal studies of) Low electric field effects should develop 
explanations for low-intensity tES

Can neurons be modulated without triggering action potentials? (PMID: 10077317; PMID: 
14978199)
Why are oscillations especially sensitive to electric fields? (PMID: 24167483; PMID: 21068312; 
PMID: 25129402; PMID: 30504921; PMID: 31189931; PMID: 34035240 )
How is plasticity modulated modulated by electric fields and under what conditions is it very 
sensitivity to small electric fields? (PMID: 34749007; PMID: 20434997)
How can (weak) electric fields influence one neuronal function and not another, supporting 
targeted outcomes? (PMID: 31668982; PMID: 24155708)
When is more intensity not “more” outcomes? (PMID: 29258808)
What non-linear neuronal properties support a “supra-linear” sensitivity” (PMID: 17947123; 
PMID: 28655149)
Can other cell types such as glia (PMID: 27000523) or endothelial cells of the BBB be stimulated 
(PMID: 29915178, PMID: 33962079)  - with distinct dose response?

Vtm = A * EF


